
WHAT IS RE.WORK FUTURE CITIES?
We are experiencing an unprecedented era in the history of urbanization. How we manage the pace 
of urban growth will be one of the defining challenges of the 21st Century.

RE.WORK Future Cities Summit brings together the most influential technologists, entrepreneurs, 
academics, business leaders and Government officials to collaborate and reshape our future cities. 

Gain insight into breakthrough innovations that will have an impact on our future urban areas 
through the world’s leading technologists and decision-makers. 

Extraordinary Speakers Discover Emerging Technologies Expand Your Network

At RE.WORK Future Cities 
Summit, the most 

influential innovators, 
leading technologists and 
disruptive entrepreneurs 

will come together to 
explore future cities and 

inspire change. 

Discover cutting-edge 
solutions for smarter cities 

from academics and 
scientists.

Stand still and you’ll be left 
behind. It’s time to find 

breakthrough solutions to 
unprecedented levels of 

urbanisation.

A unique opportunity to 
interact with leading 

scientists, successful 
entrepreneurs, influential 
businesses and exciting 
new startups in the very 

same place. What happens 
when you put all the 

leading thinkers, makers 
and doers in the same 

room?

WHY ATTEND?

Combining entrepreneurship, technology 
& science to re.work our future cities. 

WHO WILL YOU MEET?

Business Leaders
Government

Investors

Entrepreneurs
Academics

Technologists

FUTURE CITIES SUMMIT



ROI?

We know how important it is to consider value for money and ROI when attending external events so 
we’ve got a few things up our sleeves to make sure attending RE.WORK Cities is REALLY worthwhile...

World-Class Presentations

Discover what’s on the 
technological horizon from the 
world’s leading academics and 

scientists

Speed-Networking

Quick-fire discussions with 
experts on important topics 

including urban policy, design, 
and the application of the tech

Deep-Dive Workshops

A chance to rethink and 
dive deeper into specific 
topics in interactive and 
stimulating workshops

Fast Wifi

We know something urgent 
could easily crop up so we’re 
providing free wifi so you can 

keep on top of everything

Post-Event Summary 
Document

A write-up of all the 
presentations from the 

summit

Presentations 
Post-summit

View all the summit 
presentations again from 
the comfort of your own 

home or office

Smell the Coffee

Oh, and did we also mention 
complimentary breakfast, 
lunch and all day coffee    

top-ups?

HOW DO I FIND OUT MORE INFORMATION?

+44 20 3287 0590 @teamreworkhello@re-work.co

CONNECT
with us at

www.re-work.co

Still have some questions? Contact us to say hello and we’ll make it our mission to answer them. 

TEAM DISCOUNT
Oh, and one more thing. Send your team and we’ll give you a discount! 

20% off for teams of 3+ and 30% off for teams of 5+. 
Email hello@re-work.co to make the booking.  
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